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The electromigration �EM� lifetime in short copper interconnects is modeled using a previously
developed means of generating realistic interconnect microstructures combined with the
one-dimensional stress evolution equation of Korhonen et al. �J. Appl. Phys. 73, 3790 �1993��. This
initial analysis describes the void nucleation and subsequent growth in lines blocked at one end and
terminated with a pad at the other. For short copper interconnects, the failure time is largely spent
on void growth, and, for sufficiently short lines ��50 mm�, the growth is largely steady state. This
allows for the development of a simple expression for the variation of the failure time with
microstructure. Assuming that the diffusion activation energies are normally distributed, the
permanence property of summed lognormals leads to a roughly lognormal distribution for EM
failure times. Importantly for EM design rules, linear extrapolation on lognormal plot is found to
slightly underestimate interconnect reliability. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2970171�

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromigration �EM� is still one of the most serious
reliability concerns for integrated circuit �IC� metallization
made worse with each new technology node. Large current
densities transfer momentum from conduction electrons to
metal atoms causing migration toward the interconnect an-
ode. In general, the cathode is unable to replace the migrat-
ing atoms, usually due to the presence of a refractory metal
barrier between two metal interconnect layers, making the
cathode a likely site for void nucleation and growth and
eventual line failure. EM damage can also occur within lines
at points of flux divergence; the triple points at the cathode
end of grain boundary clusters in near-bamboo aluminum
interconnect provide an obvious example. Recent results in
narrow copper lines demonstrate that the grain orientations
on the cathode and anode sides of in-line voids show distinc-
tive trends.1 On the cathode side, �1 1 1� grains or one of its
twins �such as �1 1 5�, �7 5 13�, and �11 1 11�� are most
commonly found, while on the anode side the grains tend to
be either an unrelated orientation or a more distant �1 1 1�
twin than that found on the cathode side. This suggests both
that �1 1 1� grains provide the slowest diffusion path and that
such variations in the diffusivity on the scale of the indi-
vidual grain size play an important role in the explanation
and understanding of EM voiding and hence failure. Nucle-
ation may also occur at those defect sites capable of lowering
the barrier to void nucleation. In copper such voids can be
detached and drift to the cathode where they can grow to
failure. Pre-existing voids formed during the fabrication pro-
cess are also able to grow and similarly detach. Somewhat
remarkably and irrespective of the metal used, the line di-
mensions, the integration scheme, the EM failure site, or the

degree of process control, experimentally obtained acceler-
ated lifetime data provide a very reasonable fit on a lognor-
mal plot �e.g., Refs. 2–5�. Such that is its regard that even
data which give a relatively poor fit to lognormality are gen-
erally assumed to be due to multimodality within the failures
rather than to different failure statistics �e.g., Ref. 6�.

It still remains something of an open question whether or
not failure statistics are the same at test and use conditions.
However, if lognormality of the failure time is appropriate
and if the variations with the acceleration parameters �tem-
perature and current density� of the median time to failure t50

and the deviation in time to failure �DTTF� �TTF are known,
the distribution may be extrapolated to operational condi-
tions when the more important times to 0.1% or 0.01% fail-
ure �t0.1 or t0.01� may be estimated.7 Uncertainty about the
validity of the lognormal distribution means that these values
are generally regarded as figures of merit, for comparison
purposes between different metallization processes, rather
than values to be incorporated in computer aided EM design
rules. Such rules, as a result, are simple and conservative.8

Despite the good fit to experimental data, there is little
theoretical evidence in favor of a lognormal assumption and
indeed a certain amount against it. However there have been
a number of explanations of the observed statistics and these
are now considered in turn.

A. Kolmogorov’s gradual erosion model

This model, which displays lognormality as a result of
the central limit theorem �CLT�, has been suggested as being
applicable to EM in a number of different guises.7,9,10 The
basic argument is that the damage ��t� to �resistance R�t� of,
void volume V�t� of, or �dis�functionality ��t� of� the system
increases from an initial as-deposited value �0 by a factor
1+Xm during the time interval �mT ,mT+T� so that damage
��tn��=�n� at time tn�=nT� is given by
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log��n� = log��0�
m=0

n−1

�1 + Xm��
= log��0� + �

m=0

n−1

log�1 + Xm� . �1�

Now �provided that the central limit theorem �CLT� may be
applied� whatever the distribution of the Xm and hence of the
log�1+Xm�, the distribution of log��n� is asymptotically nor-
mal �i.e., large n� and hence �n is lognormal. For n to be
large, the increases through the Xm must be small, hence the
erosion must be gradual. It is clear, however, that the lognor-
mal distribution is in the damage �n to the system,7 in the
resistance,9 or in the void volume10 at time t rather than in
the failure time.

In each of these cases, the failure time is determined by
the time to reach some critical value of damage �functional-
ity, resistance, or void size� and corresponds to the first-
passage time for the problem. It should be added that experi-
mental results show that the critical void size, the void size
that leads, say, to a 20% increase in resistance, depends upon
the microstructure under the cathode via and in some cases
has also been found to be lognormally distributed.11 In addi-
tion the distributions obtained using failure thresholds of
10% and 20% resistance increase can be significantly differ-
ent, suggesting that such critical values are perhaps depen-
dent on the interconnect in question.12 Such issues aside, first
passage time problems generally have no analytical solution;
however if Xm is sufficiently small, that log�1+Xm�	Xm and

has mean 0� X̄�1, then Eq. �1� becomes

log��n/�0� 	
X̄

T
t + �

k=0

n−1

�Xk − X̄� 	
X̄

T
t + W�t� , �2�

where W�t� is a one-dimensional �1D� Brownian motion. In
this case log��n /�0� is described by a Brownian motion with

positive drift �X̄ /T� and the failure time distribution is known
to be the inverse Gaussian.13 However, notwithstanding the
fact that the lognormality found does not extend to the fail-
ure time distribution, the main objection to this explanation
of the observed lognormal damage is that it is somewhat
contrived. For example, for a given interconnect, no specific
process is invoked for the mechanism by which the increases
in line resistance are random in time and independent rather
than predictable for that interconnect and correlated in time
nor is there an explanation as to why the scheme is multipli-
cative �rather than additive�.

B. Arguments based on failure units

Another argument for lognormality assumes first a
failure-unit model on the scale of a single grain and then
explains the lognormality simply as the result of the similar
distribution of grain �failure-unit� sizes �e.g., Ref. 14�. On
the other hand, Lloyd and Kitchin15 used the failure-unit
model on the scale of larger sections of the whole line and
the lack of scalability of the lognormal distribution to argue
in favor of a multilognormal approach, for which the single
lognormal is just a reasonable approximation. However, it

has been shown that the failure-unit model does not fit com-
fortably with EM failure.16 The main problems being �i� a
sensible definition of what should constitute a failure unit
and �ii� the sense in which such units would behave
independently—a necessary requirement of the model.

The argument against the lognormal and in favor of a
multilognormal distribution15 seems flawed if the via plays
an important role in line failure as it is based on the notion
that a line of length 2l has the same failure sites as its two
half-lines of length l connected in series and uses this to
obtain a condition on the failure statistics. If Fl�t� is the
cumulative distribution function for failure times of lines of
length l, blocked by a via at both ends, this condition may be
expressed as

1 − F2��t� = �1 − F��t��2. �3�

This argument runs that, as a lognormal distribution cannot
satisfy Eq. �3� for a general line length, the lognormal choice
must be wrong. However the 2l line has a single cathode via
while, as implied by Eq. �3�, the two half-lines each has a
cathode via. In other words, and as is supported by most
experimental results, the fact that both distributions are
roughly lognormal means that we should conclude that Eq.
�3� is not applicable in this case, rather than vice versa. In-
deed, for a system in which void nucleation at the cathode,
and subsequent growth to a critical size, plays the dominant
role in failure statistics, it is fairly clear that F2l�t�	Fl�t� for
large l, which contradicts Eq. �3� whatever F�t�. Likewise the
existence of a Blech length contradicts Eq. �3�.

C. Normally distributed activation energy EA for
diffusion

A third argument for lognormality assumes that, because
the stress buildup has a diffusion component �due to the
stress gradient� and a drift component �due to the electron
current�, the failure time is related to either the diffusion time
constant which is O�LC

2 /��, where LC is a characteristic
length �often associated with the appropriate Blech length or
the line length� and � is an effective diffusivity, or to the drift
time constant LC /v, where the EM drift velocity v is also
proportional to � via an Einstein relationship. Under this
assumption one obtains a lognormal distribution of failure
times on the basis of a normal distribution of �effective� dif-
fusion activation energies15 and/or inverse thermal energies
�kT�−1.17 What is not clear in such models is the origin of the
dominant cause of the randomness in the activation energy
and thus the correlation length over which it operates. Is it
caused by a variation in the crystal orientation of the copper
grains and the quality of the copper/cap-layer interface so
formed, leading to a correlation length on the scale of the
microstructure, or due to impurities at that interface, or is it
due to process variations between and along lines giving a
larger correlation length scale. These models tend to assume
that a single effective diffusivity � may be applied to each
line �or a large segment of each line�; this value then deter-
mines the failure time for that line, and it is implied that the
variation in the single value � between lines gives rise to the
lognormal behavior. However the mechanisms for the ran-
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domness will generally lead to as much �or more� intrainter-
connect diffusivity variations as interinterconnect diffusivity
variation. An important example of this, in the understanding
of EM failure statistics, is Ref. 15, which uses a version of
the failure-element model �explanation B� with �, assumed
to be fixed for each failure element but allowed to vary �es-
sentially lognormally� between such elements. The variation
is attributed to randomness in the grain boundary activation
energy; however the authors conclude, although not defini-
tively, that the length of their failure elements, and hence
their assumed length scale over which � is assumed to be
constant, is likely to be closer to the Blech length for the line
and hence of the order of several tens to hundreds of grain
diameters.

Additionally wafer-level isothermal tests �ISOT tests�18

do not show the change in the DTTF �TTF implied by a
normal distribution of inverse line temperatures �kT�−1. This
argument is also guilty of the inconsistency of allowing
physical variables �such as the diffusion activation energy� to
vary between lines but not along them. The importance of
such variations along the lines has been effectively con-
firmed for copper by the results of Choi et al.1 on the orien-
tations of the grains surrounding in-line voids.

D. Lognormal grain size

Finally, it has been argued that, for via failure, the log-
normal distribution of failure times is related to the size of
the grain adjacent to the via.19 The argument runs that if the
whole grain under the via must be consumed for failure to
occur and if the grain size distribution is lognormal then so
must be the distribution of critical void sizes Vcr. Further, if it
is assumed that the failure time tf 	Vcr, then tf will conse-
quently possess the same distribution as Vcr and will thus
also be lognormal. Expanding this argument a little, one
writes for the rate of increase in void size V�t�,

d

dt
V�t� = Jvoid�t�
Iw� , �4�

where Jvoid�t� is the vacancy current into the void at time t. 
I

is the effective depth of the copper/cap-layer interface and w
is the linewidth so that 
Iw is the cross section through which
this vacancy current flows and � is the atomic volume. Then
the critical volume for failure and the failure time are related
by

Vcr = 
Iw�

0

tf

Jvoid�t�dt . �5�

For argument D to hold requires the additional assumptions
both that Jvoid is roughly constant in time and also that it does
not vary significantly between lines, neither of which appears
obvious.

Each of these explanations A–D has shortcomings. How-
ever there is likely to be some truth in all of them. In view
both of these shortcomings and of the apparent ubiquity of
the lognormal distribution, it is clear that further investiga-
tion is warranted. Obviously interconnects are created differ-
ently. Different postprocessing thermal stresses will certainly
affect the time required for a void to nucleate and may intro-

duce variation in the growth times. Microstructures with a
strong �111� texture are generally found to have increased
lifetimes.20 In addition, the quality of the interface between
the copper and the cap layer, which dominates the migration
path, is likely to vary between and along lines. Consequently,
in the present paper we begin by assuming that void growth
occurs according to Eq. �4� and that the failure time is gov-
erned by Eq. �5�. It is likely that the detailed microstructure
under the via will determine the size Vcr to which the void
must grow before failure occurs; however it will also deter-
mine the current Jvoid�t� into the void through the same varia-
tions in diffusivity noted by Choi et al.1 So that, in contrast
to argument C above, we shall allow for a variation in the
diffusivity values along an interconnect on the scale of the
microstructure �rather than on the scale, say, of a failure seg-
ment or of process variations� although clearly variations
over a longer scale can be regarded simply as a special case.
For now we shall ignore the different initial �thermal�
stresses in the lines as mostly affecting the nucleation part of
the failure process. In this way we seek to shed some light on
the origin of the lognormal failure distribution through first-
principles physical arguments backed up by simulation of a
large number of line failures. Naturally, the conclusions
made will be somewhat dependent upon the validity of the
model assumed and on the values of the physical parameters
used.

To be specific, in our analysis we assume that intercon-
nect failure occurs as a result of the following sequence of
events. The applied electrical current drives metallization at-
oms toward the anode which results in a vacancy buildup at
the cathode via. A void nucleates when the tensile stress at
the cathode reaches some critical level �cr, after some time
tnucl �say�, at which point the stress close to the void col-
lapses as the free surface forms. This free surface effectively
pins the stress at the void to zero. Additional atomic migra-
tion causes the void to grow at a rate determined by the
vacancy current across its surface. When the void length �the
void volume normalized to the line cross section� reaches a
certain critical size �cr� , and after some further time tgrowth,
the line fails giving a total failure time of tf = tnucl+ tgrowth.
Initially we will keep �cr� constant returning to the effect of
its statistics at the end. Thus we assume a simple single mode
failure; other types of problem such as in-line voiding may
be treated in a similar fashion but will be considered else-
where.

We consider EM failure of short copper test structures
�length l�50 m� blocked by a barrier material at the cath-
ode end �so that, during nucleation, the vacancy flux J�x
= l , t�=Jvoid�t� is zero� and with a pad �a void or other free
surface� at the anode �pinning the tensile stress ��x=0, t� to
zero�, such as is used in Ref. 21, for example. The model is
also likely to be useful as a template for any line of sufficient
length that the stress fields at its anode and cathode are de-
coupled. In the short line case, significant simplification of
the failure process appears to be possible. This belief is
based on the fact that following the nucleation of a cathode
void �which occurs after a time tnucl that is of the order of the
diffusion time constant,22 i.e., O�l2 /��� and after a transient
time ttrans, also �O�l2 /��, void growth will occur at a steady
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rate. In the case of small l, both ttrans and tnucl can be made
relatively small compared to the estimated time for steady
void growth to failure, typically ��cr� /Jvoid�t→���. We
shall not, in the present work, allow for a variation with
position of void location the initial �thermal� stress, the criti-
cal stress for nucleation, the effective elastic modulus, the
printed linewidth, the effective valence Z�, or the critical
void size for EM failure. The inclusion of such features is
possible and some of these issues are revisited in Secs. VI of
this work.

In the interconnect, the overall atomic diffusion coeffi-
cient may be written as a sum of contributions,23

DA = Db +
�
D�GB

d50
+

�
D�Cu:N

h
+ �
D�Cu:b� 2

w
+

1

h
� , �6�

where Db is the diffusion coefficient in the bulk material,
while �
D�GB, �
D�Cu:N, and �
D�Cu:b are the path width
�diffusion coefficient products, respectively, for grain
boundary, copper/caplayer interface, and copper/barrier inter-
face. h is the height of the interconnect and d50 is the mean
metal grain diameter. In copper interface diffusion dominates
DA.

It is assumed, for the present, that diffusivity variations
on the scale of the microstructure are responsible for the
variation in failure times rather than to a lack of perfect
process control �printed linewidth, effective elastic modulus
B, etc.�. This latter could potentially be accounted for
through additional �effective� diffusivity variations on a scale
larger than the grain size. In any event, the microstructure
will in general lead to an atomic diffusivity DA�x� which
varies with position along the interconnect. In the analysis
below it is assumed to be piecewise constant, however this is
not a necessary assumption. Importantly at this stage all lines
in the sample are assumed to be held at the same constant
temperature T.

II. NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE VOID
NUCLEATION

In copper interconnects, it is generally assumed that the
void nucleation time is small compared to the time for void
growth and this is reflected in our results. In addition the
stress which develops in the line during the nucleation phase
determines the start condition for the growth phase. Stresses
are assumed to evolve according to the 1D model of Kor-
honen et al.24 which may be written, in dimensionless units,
as

� =
J�L

DA0
= −

�A

�A0
exp���� ��

�X
− �L� ��

��
+

��

�X
= 0. �7�

��=�� /kT� and � are the dimensionless stress and va-
cancy current. Here �A is the �zero stress� effective atomic
diffusivity=bDA and is piecewise constant �b=B� /kT�. L is
an arbitrary length scale and �A0 is a representative value of
�A. Dimensionless times and positions are defined as �
=�A0t /L2 and X=x /L, respectively, and �=Z�q�j /kT, where
j is the applied current, � is the resistivity, and q is the
electronic charge. We define a dimensionless effective diffu-
sivity K=�A /�A0 equal to Kk within the kth grain from the

anode, a dimensionless critical void volume �cr=�cr� /L, and
in all calculations presented here we set L=2 m. We con-
sider the full nonlinear version of Eq. �7� as, for the struc-
tures under consideration, linearized versions can lead to in-
accurate solutions.25 Although such 1D models naturally
ignore some aspects of the stress evolution �which may
prove to be important�, they are simple and have, in the past,
often yielded valuable insights for the interpretation of EM
data. Equation �7� is solved for ��X ,��, with ��X ,0�=0,
��0,��=0, and ��� ,X= l /L�=0, using a standard finite dif-
ference �FD� scheme, until the stress reaches �cr �i.e., �
=�cr� at which point a void is assumed to nucleate. After the
void nucleates �at �=�nucl�, the stress collapses to zero at the
nucleation site, X= l /L. This collapse is performed here sim-
ply by setting the stress just after nucleation ��nucl�X�
=���nucl

+ ,X�� to be equal to the stress just before nucleation
����nucl

– ,X��, except at the nucleation point X= l /L where �
is set to zero. The stress profile obtained at nucleation is then
used as starting point for void growth.

The present analysis has been presented for “short lines”
as it may then be expected that the nucleation time is deter-
mined by the diffusion time and is �O�l2 /�� so that �nucl

�O�l2 /L2K�. The length scale for which this is legitimate
may be assessed by neglecting the nonlinearity �i.e., by ig-
noring the stress dependence of the atomic diffusivity� in Eq.
�7� and assuming a homogeneous diffusivity DA throughout
the line, straightforward Laplace techniques give the trans-
formed stress at the end point X= l /L to be

�̃�x = �,s� =
�L�K

s�s
tanh��s

�

L
� . �8�

If the nucleation occurs rapidly �s→� and tanh �1� then
�nucl satisfies26

�2L2K�nucl =
��cr

2

4
, �9�

so �nucl is independent of l, varying rather as �−2 or j−2. On
the other hand inverting Eq. �8� gives, for the stress at the
cathode,

��X = �/L,�� = �� −
2��

�2 �
n=0

� �n +
1

2
�−2

�exp− �2L2

�2�n +
1

2
�2

K�� �10�

or, if the nucleation time is sufficiently large that the first
exponential dominates,

��X = �/L,�� 	 �� −
8��

�2 exp�−
�2L2K

4�2 �� , �11�

and the nucleation time �nucl satisfies

�2L2K�nucl 	 −
4�2�2

�2 log�2

8
�1 −

�cr

��
�� . �12�

For the parameters assumed for copper ��=0.006 m−1 and
�cr=0.125�, the exact failure time obtained from solving Eq.
�10� satisfies Eq. �12� to a very good approximation for �l
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�0.3 and Eq. �9� for �l�0.3 �Fig. 1�. The change over limit
�l=0.3 corresponds to l�50 m which is then the upper
limit for a short line. Consequently in the present case of
short interconnects �less than around 50 m�, the single ex-
ponential expression for ��X= l /L ,�� given in Eq. �11� is the
appropriate approximation for stress evolution in the homo-
geneous line.

Also marked in Fig. 1 are the mean values of two sets of
nucleation times obtained from the FD solution of Eq. �7�,
with applied current densities j=13 mA m−2 and j
=20 mA m−2, and diffusivity values chosen with prob-
abilities p and �1− p� from a slow and a fast lognormal dis-
tribution with median values Kslow and Kfast �here arbitrarily
we choose Kfast /Kslow=8� and lognormal deviations both of
�D=0.3. Clearly the mean values of �2L2K�nucl obtained nu-
merically in this manner lie very close to the theoretical
curve. Here K has been replaced by a straightforward aver-
age �Kave= �1− p�Kfast+ pKslow� of Kfast and Kslow and arbi-
trarily p=0.85.

III. ANALYSIS OF VOID GROWTH

Following void nucleation the boundary conditions for
the solution of Eqs. �7� become ��0,��=��l /L ,��=0 with
the initial condition of the stress given by ��X ,0�=�nucl�X�.
As the steady-state condition is one of constant void growth
rate, the full nonlinear version of Eq. �7� should be used.25

Integrating the second of these equations, between X and
l /L, gives

��X,�� = ���/L,�� +
�

��



X

�/L

��X�,��dX�. �13�

Next integrating the first of Eq. �7� over grain k and sum-
ming over all grains give

�
k=1

N
1

Kk



Xk

Xk+1

��X,��exp�− �LX�dX = 1 − exp�− ��� . �14�

Inserting Eq. �13� into Eq. �14� and simplifying yield

�
k=1

N
1

Kk
����/L,��


Xk

Xk+1

exp�− �LX�dX +
�

��



Xk

Xk+1

dX

�exp�− �LX�

X

�/L

��X�,��dX�� = 1 − exp�− ��� .

�15�

Finally integrating Eq. �15� over �0,�� gives

Q��/L,���
k=1

N
exp�− �LXi� − exp�− �LXi+1�

�LKk

+ �
k=1

N
1

Kk



Xk

Xk+1

dX exp�− �LX�

X

�/L

���X�,��

− �nucl�X���dX�

= �1 − exp�− ����� �16�

for the �normalized� total amount of material Q�� /L ,��
=�0

���� /L ,���d�� incorporated into the void in the reduced
time interval �0,��. This then leads directly to the void vol-
ume V�t�. Here �nucl�X� is the stress profile in the intercon-
nect just after void nucleation and represents the initial stress
for the growth phase.

Importantly the final term on the left hand side depends
only upon � through the instantaneous value of ��X ,�� and
not on its history. Consequently, if the failure time � f reaches
into the region of steady-state void growth �which it will do
for short stripes as the transient approach to steady state �de-
termined by 
=�A0ttrans /L2� can be made sufficiently small
by reducing l�, we may replace the stress profile by its
steady-state value, i.e., for failure times we may use
��X ,����SS�X�. Thus, to high accuracy, we have

Q��/L,�� =
�1 − exp�− �����L

�
k=1

N
exp�− �LXi� − exp�− �LXi+1�

Kk

��� +



0

�/L

F�X����nucl�X�� − �SS�X���dX�

�1 − exp�− ����
�

= �SS�� + 
� , �17�

where we have defined the function F�X�
=�0

X�exp�−�LX�� /K�X���dX� and changed the order of inte-
gration in Eq. �16�.

The steady-state current can be obtained from Eq. �17�
as

FIG. 1. Plot of �2L2K�nucl as a function of �l, obtained from Eq. �12� �solid
line� and Eq. �9� �dashed line�. Also shown are mean values from calcula-
tions of 50 50 m lines at j=20 mA m−2 and 40 50 m lines at j
=13 mA m−2 obtained by solving the Eq. �7� for nonlinear nonhomoge-
neous lines using standard FD methods.
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�SS =
�1 − exp�− ����

�
k=1

N
exp�− �LXk� − exp�− �LXk+1�

�LKk

=
�1 − exp�− ����

F�XN+1�
, �18�

while the steady-state stresses are, from Eq. �7�,

�SS�X� = �LX + ln�1 − �SSF�X�� . �19�

When Q�l /L ,�� reaches the critical value of b�cr failure oc-
curs, thus the time for void growth is given by b�cr /�SS−
.

The term −
 arising as the vacancy current at the point of
void nucleation is in general larger than the steady-state
value due to the large instantaneous stress gradient at the
void surface which causes a rapid initial buildup in void
volume. Essentially the reduction arises as �nucl, in addition
to nucleating a void at X= l /L, generates a vacancy distribu-
tion which aids void growth as the mass transfer is then not
all from X=0. As a result, the time for void growth is smaller
by 
 than b�cr /�SS.

Before proceeding it is useful to consider the solution
obtained by ignoring the nonlinearity, when again for large �,

Q�lin���/L,�� =
��

�
k=1

N
Xk+1 − Xk

Kk

�� +

�
k=1

N
1

Kk



Xk

Xk+1

dX

X

�/L

��nucl�X�� − �SS�X���dX�

��
� = �SS

�lin��� + 
� . �20�

This is also the first term in the small � expansion of Eq.
�17�. In either case, with the appropriate expression for �SS,
we may write for the reduced failure time � f,

� f = �nucl + �growth =
b�cr

�SS
+ �nucl − 
 . �21�

As we shall see later �although it is already clear in Fig. 2�c��
the first term in Eq. �21� dominates the failure time in short
lines; consequently it is useful to make some comments re-
garding its statistical properties. In the linear case we may
write

b�cr

�SS
�lin� =

b�cr

��
�
k=1

N
Xk+1 − Xk

Kk
=

b�crDA0

��L
�
k=1

N
dk

DAk
. �22�

For sufficiently large N and for any distribution of the grain
diameters dk and atomic diffusivities DAk, the sum in Eq.
�22� will become normal as a result of the CLT. However
there are some distributions for which N must be very large
indeed before the sum of N terms approaches normality. One
such distribution is the lognormal distribution which for rela-
tively small N �less than many 100 s or even 1000 s �Ref.
27�� shows good lognormal behavior. This is known as the
“permanence of the lognormal” and relates to its nonzero
skewness.28 In most metallization interconnects the grain
sizes are lognormal so that for short interconnects Eq. �22�
will remain roughly lognormal provided that the DAk values
are distributed so. This naturally requires that the activation
energy for cap-layer diffusion is distributed roughly nor-
mally. With both d and DA lognormal variates, the expression
in Eq. �22� is a sum of lognormals �SLN�, the properties of
which have been examined in some detail.27–30 Plotted on
lognormal paper the SLN is roughly straight but bends down
at small failure times as may be seen in the experiments of Li
et al.,10 who accounted for the effect rather differently by
introducing an additional parameter into the lognormal dis-
tribution function. In the nonlinear case of Eq. �18�, the fact
that � /�SS is a function of � and hence varies with j could
have implications for the extrapolation of test conditions to
use back conditions, although in practice the dependence of
the distribution of jtf on j is small.

IV. FAILURE TIME DISTRIBUTION

We now seek to demonstrate that for short �pad-stud�
copper interconnects the steady-state contribution to void
growth does indeed dominate the failure time in both its
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FIG. 2. �a� shows a representative microstructure. The stress evolving in the
pad-stud line is shown in �b�, while the transient growth of the void volume
is shown in �c�. Also shown as the dotted line is the steady-state approxi-
mation given in Eq. �17�. Clearly the approximation gives a very good fit
very quickly. Here l=50 m.
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magnitude and its variation. Thus we show that the term
�nucl−
 is small in magnitude and possesses little variation.
These remarks partly have their roots in the fact that, in short
lines, both �nucl and 
 are related to a single �the largest�
diffusion relaxation time for the stripe �similar to that in Eq.
�11�� and hence, for a given microstructure, are strongly cor-
related. As a result we will find that � f 	b�cr /�SS and con-
sequently, from the above, if the diffusion activation energies
are normally distributed and the grain sizes are lognormally
distributed, then the failure time will be distributed as a SLN,
which is itself roughly lognormal but which shows some
bending downward at small failure times when plotted on
lognormal probability paper. This implies that if a linear fit
on lognormal paper is extrapolated to low failure rates, it will
underestimate the reliability rather than overestimate as pre-
viously suggested.15

The critical parameters for nucleation and failure are as-
sumed to be �cr�50–100 MPa �Ref. 31� and �cr�
�150 nm;22 the acceleration parameters are set at T
=300 °C with an applied current density of j
=20 mA m−2 and the material parameters for copper are
taken to be �=2.1�10−8 � m, B�28 GPa, �=1.16
�10−29 m−3, and q�=0.7q �Ref. 32� for resistivity, effective
bulk modulus, atomic volume, and effective charge �q is the
electronic charge�, respectively. These assumed values mean
that b=B� /kT�50 and �=Z�q�j /kT�0.006 m−1. With
j=20 mA m−2, the jl product for a 50 m line is
104 A cm−1 which is comfortably greater than that suggested
for void nucleation in copper lines.33,34 We assume that grain
diameters are distributed lognormally, with a median value
of d50=0.5 m and lognormal deviation of �d=0.36, values
obtained for 0.35 m lines,35 although we shall regard these
parameters as variables to some extent.

To investigate the statistics of the failure time, we gen-
erate a large number of microstructures using a model based
around a Bernoulli process36 which has been shown to mimic
the results of the two-dimensional grain growth simulator
MIT/EmSim �Ref. 37� for narrow lines �w�d50�. Grains are
assigned diameters, drawn from a lognormal distribution and
also a diffusivity from either the faster �Dfast� or slower
�Dslow� distributions with probabilities q=1− p and p �p
=w /d50=0.85 is set as the default�. All simulations were per-
formed using standard FD methods in MATLAB.38 There are
roughly 100 grains in each 50 m line, each with its own
diffusivity value. Figure 2�a� shows a typical microstructure.
Those grains drawn from the fast distribution are indicated
by a horizontal line drawn through the middle of the grain.

V. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the results from the numerical simula-
tions for a typical line. The microstructure shown in Fig. 2�a�
is determined as in Ref. 36 and the nonlinear version of Eq.
�7� is solved on a pad-stud line until the critical stress for
void nucleation is achieved. The stress development is
shown at a variety of times in Fig. 2�b� while, once the void
is formed, the current into the void is shown in Fig. 2�c� as a
function of time, reaching a steady-state current after a time
characterized by 
. The applied current density is taken to be

j=13 mA m−2. Figure 3�a� shows the ratio ��nucl

−
� / �b�cr /�SS�, while Fig. 3�b� shows the scatter in both
�nucl−
 and b�cr /�SS about their respective means at an ap-
plied current density of j=20 mA m−2. It is clear that in
both magnitude and in variation the latter term dominates the
former. Similar results were obtained for 40 interconnects at
j=13 mA m−2, the mean of which has been plotted in Fig.
1. As a result it seems fair to make the approximation � f

	b�cr /�SS, i.e., in the linear case,

tf 	
�cr�

��
�
k=1

N
dk

DAk
, �23�

which is SLN if the activation energies are normally distrib-
uted and thus roughly lognormal.27–30 The nonlinear case is
only slightly more complicated.

With the approximation in Eq. �23� it is simple to gen-
erate statistics for tf using either the linear or the nonlinear
versions of Eq. �7�. For the remainder of this paper the non-
linear version �i.e., Eq. �18�� is used. In Figs. 4–8 represen-
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FIG. 3. A comparison of the variation in the failure time due to variations in
the nonsteady ��nucl−
� and the steady ��cr /�SS� parts of the failure time. �a�
shows the ratio of the two for 50 lines of length 50 m at j
=20 mA m−2. �b� shows the scatter about the mean of �nucl−
 marked x
and of �cr /�SS marked o.
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FIG. 4. Lognormal plot of the approximate failure time for �a� 300 lines and
�b� 106 lines, including the nonlinear terms in Eq. �7�. Here j
=20 mA m−2, l=50 m, �Dfast=�Dslow=0.9, and p=0.15. Times are in
arbitrary units as the fast and slow diffusivities are taken as 1 and 0.125 a.u.
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tative results are shown assuming the following default con-
ditions: the grain boundaries are distributed so that
log�dk /d50��N�0,0.36�, where d50 is 0.5 m; the diffusiv-
ity is based around fast and slow distributions each with
lognormal variance �D=0.9 and with relative D50 values
given by Dslow50 /Dfast50=1 /8; and the probability of select-
ing a diffusivity value from the slow distribution is p=0.85.
First Fig. 4 compares results for 300 lines against that for
1�106 lines. The true statistical distribution is naturally the
same in each case; however the small sample of 300 lines is

able to hide the slight curvature of the more accurate case of
the 1�106 lines. The curvature is to be expected in a SLN
�Refs. 27–30� distribution and implies that a lognormal fit
will underestimate reliability. Figures 5–8 show the effects of
varying the parameters p �the probability of a slow grain�,
Dslow50 /Dfast50 �the ratio of median values for fast and slow
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FIG. 5. Variation in the value of p. From left to right the curves correspond
to p=0, 0.15, 0.25, 0.5 0.75, 0.85, and 1.0.
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FIG. 6. Variation in the value of Dslow50 /Dfast50. From left to right the curves
correspond to Dslow50 /Dfast50=1 ,1 /8,1 /32. Statistics are obtained on 104

lines per curve.
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FIG. 7. Variation in the value of �D. Both fast and slow populations are
assumed to have the same value of lognormal variance. The slope �and
hence �TTF� increases with �D, shown here at values of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9.
Statistics are obtained on 104 lines per curve.
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FIG. 8. Variation in the distribution of failure times with applied current
density j in mA m−2. The curves correspond to j=13, 16.5 and
20 mA m−2. Smaller currents will not nucleate a void according to the
assumptions here and larger currents correspond to the short-time/long-line
case. Clearly jt50 is roughly constant and there is little dependence of �TTF

on j. Statistics are obtained on 104 lines per curve.
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diffusions�, �D �the lognormal variance of the diffusivity val-
ues� which also plays the role of variance of the �assumed
normally distributed� diffusion activation energies, and j �the
applied current density�.

Figure 5 shows the effect of varying p �the composition
of the line� for the nonlinear versions of Eq. �7�. Clearly as
the slow texture improves �increasing p� the median failure
time increases. Figure 6 shows the effect of altering the ratio
of median values for fast and slow diffusivities.
Dslow50 /Dfast50=1 implies just a single speed with a lognor-
mal variance of �D=0.9. Figure 7 shows the effect of vary-
ing �D which corresponds to the spread in diffusivity activa-
tion energy values. It is clear that an increased �D leads to a
larger value of �TTF. Finally, Fig. 8 shows the effect of alter-
ing the applied current density j. The distribution of jtf is
roughly independent of j for the range of values chosen here,
although a slight dependence is implied by Eq. �23�.

Naturally the results presented here are dependent upon
the model used and the parameter values chosen. The param-
eter space is large and a number of those parameters are not
well known. We have used values from the literature where
there is general agreement and tried to search the space on
those occasions where there is not. Effective diffusivity val-
ues in the form B�
IDCu:N /kT are generally poorly known
so failure times are in arbitrary units. This is not that much of
an issue here as it is the shape of the distribution that is
important here. The main assumptions regard the use of the
stress evolution model of Korhonen et al.,24 which has been
used many times in the past to examine EM behavior and
seems a reasonable choice here and also the choice of the
distribution of diffusivity values. Here this involved fast and
slow distributions with probabilities �1− p� and p, respec-
tively. Each distribution is assumed to be lognormal with a
lognormal standard deviation �D. The values of p, �D, and
the ratio r of the median values Dfast50 /Dslow50 represent the
major unknowns and some search of the space �p, �D, r� was
performed �including p=0 and p=1� �Figs. 4–8�. In each
case considered the plot gives a reasonable linear fit on log-
normal paper.

Many parameters were held fixed throughout the calcu-
lations and some restrictions were imposed. Variation in or
changes to these parameters may affect our conclusions and
we consider some of these now.

VI. CRITICAL VOID SIZE �CR�

We have assumed that the critical void volume is con-
stant. This is not observed experimentally and it is likely that
�cr� is a stochastic parameter determined by the microstruc-
ture immediately below the cathode via. By contrast the
steady-state current is determined by a great many more
grains so that it is likely that �cr� and �SS may be considered
as being roughly independent stochastic variables. However
it is clear that if �cr� were also lognormally distributed �as has
been suggested by Hauschildt38� it will simply add its log-
normal variance to tf, which will remain roughly lognormal.

A. The long line case „l>2.4�cr/�…

The present case is that of a short pad-stud line �also
covering the case of a line with an in-line via or other free
surface within a short distance of the cathode� in which there
is a steady state with a nonzero atomic flux and it is this flux
that dominates the failure time. As a result the analysis is
considerably simplified. In the long line case, it is more dif-
ficult to calculate the failure time. However, it is clear from
Fig. 1 that the short failure time case of Eq. �9�, correspond-
ing to a relatively long line, is roughly equal to the long
failure time case of Eq. �12� �short line� when the line length
is around the change over length of l=2.4�cr /�. Thus a very
good approximation to the long line case can be obtained by
considering only the last 2.4�cr /� of the line and using the
short line result �Eq. �21�� as before; thus the sum in Eq. �21�
should be restricted to those grains within this distance of the
cathode. For short lines in the more realistic stud-stud case,
where there is no nonzero steady state, the failure time de-
pends heavily on �nucl and a transient time similar to 
. Such
cases are more complicated but can be analyzed in a similar
manner, this will be considered in separately.

B. Variation with position of B, Z�, and printed
linewidth

The nucleation time will be affected by spatial variations
in the elastic modulus B. These will not affect the steady-
state current and hence the growth time which dominates tf.
However the accuracy of the conclusions naturally depends
upon the accuracy of the assumed values. If B is smaller than
the 28 GPa assumed then the nucleation time will increase as
in Eqs. �9� and �12� so the conclusions presented will only
strictly apply to shorter lines. However these conclusions
may be extended to longer lines as mentioned in A above. A
variation in Z� with position simply replaces e.g., Eq. �23�
with

tf = �cr� �
k=1

N
dk

DAk
/�
k=1

N

�kdk. �24�

Likewise a variation with position of the printed linewidth
will affect the effective diffusivity and the local electron cur-
rent density �and hence ��, both of which may be incorpo-
rated in Eq. �24�. If the distributions are narrow they will
cause little change, while if they are broad a deviation from
lognormal will be seen unless the �k too are lognormally
distributed.

Current results are only applicable to the case of a single
failure mode in which all failures occur through voids nucle-
ating and growing at the cathode via. The case, again for
short pad-stud interconnects, of void nucleation in line fol-
lowed by void drift to the cathode is considered elsewhere as
it requires the development of expressions for the appropri-
ate �nucl and 
. This may be done in terms of the dominant
relaxation time for the system using transmission line models
of the stress evolution equation of Korhonen et al.24.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined the limitations of several previous ar-
guments explaining the approximate lognormal distribution
of EM failure times and provided a new explanation which
revolves around a normal distribution of activation energies
together with the permanence property of the lognormal
distribution—that a SLN is approximately also
lognormal.27–30 This approach is based on first-principles ar-
guments, backed up by numerical simulations.

Both the time for void nucleation ��nucl� and the time
describing the transient approach to the steady state �
� are
of the order of the characteristic diffusion relaxation time
and consequently show a strong dependence upon the line
length l�O�l2 /���. Consequently it is possible to set the
length l so that �nucl and 
 are much smaller than the time for
steady-state growth, which has a much weaker dependence
on l. For short pad-stud copper test strips the failure time is
dominated by the time for steady-state growth provided that
l�50 m. This has been demonstrated using the stress evo-
lution model of Korhonen et al.24 together with a simple
means of generating line microstructures.36 Solving both the
full nonlinear �DA�� ,x�=DA0�x�exp��� /kT�� version and
the linearized version �DA�� ,x�=DA0�x��, excellent approxi-
mations for the failure time were obtained. In the linearized
version, the failure distribution for tf is represented by a SLN
provided that the diffusion activation energies are normally
distributed. The permanence property of SLNs means that tf

is very close to lognormal. A deviation of the SLN from a
single lognormal is seen in the important region of early
failures where a single �extrapolated� lognormal underesti-
mates the true reliability of the stripe, as opposed to previous
work.15 The distribution of jtf is independent of j, making
the extrapolation to operational conditions simple. Solving
the nonlinear problem shows additional complication; first
the distribution of jtf is no longer entirely independent of j,
suggesting that the distributions at test and operational con-
ditions may not the be same, although that difference is
likely to be small. In addition the failure distribution be-
comes a fairly complex weighed �W�-SLN. However this too
is expected to be roughly lognormal.27–30

Including a lognormal distribution of the critical void
size38 will simply increase the value of the lognormal devia-
tion �TTF as the distributions of Vcr and �SS can be assumed
to be independent of a good first approximation. To summa-
rize, it is quite possible that the observed roughly lognormal
distribution of failure times in IC interconnects is due to a
broad skewed distribution of diffusivity values varying on
the scale of the microstructure.
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